Layers, the basis of everything in Photoshop Elements
Perhaps you want to create a postcard, a book mark, a social media meme, even a book cover, but the
process seems too complicated and time consuming. In this three part series I’m going to show you by
using Adobe’s Photoshop Elements that creating all of the above isn’t complicated or time consuming.
The reason I learned Photoshop Elements and eventually Photoshop is that I admit that I’m a
perfectionist. I want control over this color or that image, or this smile or that bacground.
I didn’t know that monitors were different as were printers, so when I got a cover to proof, it often wasn’t
what I thought it should look like . And what the heck is a layer? Or PSD file or a JPG? RGB vs CYMK?
It’s really not that complicated, and my idea is to help you start off with the basics. Not the way I learned,
by trial and error. And please remember, playing is good here. How many times in your adult life have
you been told that? Onward to understanding layers.
When you open PSE, you will find two objects to click on, pick Photo Editor.
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1. Click FILE and bring up NEW BLANK FILE. (The big Open near the #1 is a drop-down menu and will
list a few recent files if you have any.)
2. Here is where you can set your canvas size. Simply change the height and width. Notice there is a drop
down arrow next to inches. That can be changed to pixels if needed, but I use inches as that is common
to photo sizes. Pixels are often used in social media memes and headers as well as website production.
3. Resolution 300 (since we’re not working for the web, if it were the web, I’d have 72 or 144)
a. RGB , your other choices are Grayscale and Bitmap, not what we want .
b. Transparent because White or Background Color creates a different scenario for you which I’ll
explain later.
4. Click OK

Now the magic of layers begins.
After you click OK, this is what you’ll see on the screen. Your first layer. Note that your canvas is
checkered meaning that it is a transparent layer. Later I’ll show you how to add a color to this as it’s
sometimes needed to show off various elements of your design.

1. Note that we are in EXPERT MODE, none of this is available unless you’re in this mode.
2. This icon shows that you’re in the LAYERS PANEL. If you want to see another panel, this is where
you change it. There are more panels than are currently showing , such as the HISTORY PANEL
which to me, is invaluable. Simply click the far right icon labeled MORE to expose them.
3. The shaded layer is currently active. As you add layers, it’s best practice to immediately double
click the word and rename your layer.
4. This is your TOOLS PANEL.
5. This is the PHOTOT BIN/TOOL OPTIONS area which changes to display different options
depending on what tool you’re using at the moment.
Adding A Layer
Click on the layer icon and you’ll see a new layer is
in your stack.
Note: The tab in the main workspace does not show
the new layer number, just your project name.

Okay so you have a new layer, what do you do with it? Add something. \This time we’re going to add a
picture.

You have 2 choices for opening a file and bringing it into the application. FILE and OPEN. Notice, that
the OPEN has a drop down arrow which will bring up a list of recent files. Click OPEN and go search
your computer for a photo or image that you want to play with for this exercise.
After you’ve brought in your photo into PSE, this is what your screen will look like.

1. Shows the tab with the image name on it. Notice that the tab is highlighted, meaning it’s the active
tab. Notice to the left of the tab is a darker tab that is your first layer. I named it already.
2. The opened file shows up in the layer panel all by itself, as it’s not yet been brought into your
project, just the application. It is its own background layer. If you were to click on the left tab, you’d
see you’re in your currently blank project page and that’s what would show up in the layer panel.
See the little image of a lock in the red circle? That means this layer can’t be restacked or edited, it
will always be the background layer. We can’t do anything with this until we “unlock it” and make it
either an editable layer or a moveable layer.
BUT before we do this, I want to go over a few important safety steps. Yes, I know we’re all
itching to get that image into our project, but this is not the time to blow anything, like lose the
great image you’ve just opened. Please believe me when I say, these are rules to live by in the
world of digital art.

Once you’ve opened and moved your image to your project, immediately close that original image. DO
NOT SAVE IT. The application will ask if you want to. Don’t, just in case you’ve made some edit or
crop. Once you save it, you’ve overwritten your original file. I’ve done this because I was in a hurry.
Don’t be in a hurry.
Once you have a project open, immediately save it as the layered file. Your layered file in PSE is called
a .psd file.
DO NOT SAVE AS A JPG or other type of image as that will flatten your layers, and they are
gone. You can not resurrect them, only start over.
Eventually we will SAVE AS the project as a .jpg or .png or .pdf.
Once your project is SAVED AS you can from then on simply save and that will continue to save the
project you’re working on as the file format chosen. PSD!!

Okay, back to unlocking that background layer.
Either right click on the layer and choose either Layer From Background or Duplicate layer in which
another dialog box comes up and gives you a choice to name it. Personally duplicate is my favorite
because you can’t mess up your original photo unless you “save as” which I know you won’t. :)
Moving an image into your project.
You’ll see the image in your Photo Bin at the bottom of your screen. Click on your project tab, then
click on the image in the Photo Bin and drag it into your project. Depending on the image’s
proportions, it may not completely fill the background. Or it may be too large. In that case, click one of
the corner handles and while holding the SHIFT Key, drag inward and size it with constrained
proportions.
Other ways to bring in an image is to use FILE > PLACE . Using PLACE brings in your image and
sizes it for one of the dimensions of your project. Or for a third way, open the folder for your images
and drag it onto your workspace, it will create its own tab, NOT put it into your project. There are
reasons to use one method over another, and I’ll go into that later.

Notice that the
highlighted tab is
your project tab and
is active.

Part of your
transparent
background is
showing.

In the Photo Bin, the object you’re working on is highlighted in blue.

Now we’re going to add a text layer. When you click the text tool, it creates its own layer.

This is your text tool in PSE.
The options panel is below.
Because the text tool is
selected, font, size, style,
alignment, color, warp and
toggle for the character and
paragraph panel are shown.

This is the TEXT TOOL icon in the TOOL BAR. There
is a small arrow in the upper right corner, meaning
there are alternative tools. (Hint: You can use the
vertical text for your book spine.) If the options don’t
show when you click on the “T” another way to bring
up the options is circled below.
After selecting the text tool, pick your font, size and
color. All of this can be changed.
CLICK where you want the text box to be AND DRAG
to form it. The box is usually denoted by a dashed line.
Release your mouse button
You’ll see a cursor generally at the far left of your box
and it might be huge, depending on the font and the
size chosen.
Below, I’ve added text, but I don’t much like it. The
Tools Options for Text can help. Here, leading is the
problem, the sentences are too far apart. Click on
the beginning of the text and drag to highlight it. Go
to the drop down arrow on leading and choose your
size. My font is 30pt so I chose 24 and like it much
better. You’ll see on the next few images.

The text tool created its
own layer, and labeled it
with a few words from
your text. And the text box
is draggable anywhere on
your project.

Close up of text tool options

Adding EFFECTS to your layers.
What we’ve been doing so far are the basics of a new project, opening, placing, adding…

Now for the artistic side of all this.

In the magnified area,
notice how far way the
drop shadow is from the
type. That can be
adjusted by using the
DISTANCE SLIDER.

This is the Style Settings
Box. Notice there are other
styles and all can be worked
on here, as long as the
layer you want to affect is
selected.

Okay, lots to explain here. But, please, play with all these fun options. You’ll learn what you love, don’t
like and mistakes are never permanent as long as you don’t save as a JPG, yet.
As a reminder I’ve been working completely in the EXPERT MODE. Only this mode allows me to do all
the things I’ve shown you so far.
Since we’re working with text, click the text layer. But remember EFFECTS work on almost all types of
layers.
Go to the FX in the lower right section of PSE and click it. Now you’d think that we’d tab over to
EFFECT, but no we want STYLES—see upper right circle.
Once there, use the drop down menu and find DROP SHADOW (there are many super fun things to play
with, but stay focused :) ) You can see I used the hard edge. Double click to apply the style, then to
modify it, click the little blue gear to the right and you’ll get the Style Settings dialog box. This is where
we refine everything.
Each style has a dropdown menu. Click on Drop Shadow and you’ll get what I have above. Play with the
sliders and see what they do to your shadow. Click the black box to the right and you can change the
color of your shadow. Many times I’ve used...yellow.
Now I want to add a stroke to my text. Click STROKE and play with the sliders. Stoke affects the
character, essentially adding an outline to it. There is also a box to change the color of the stroke.
(On each style is a small box usually in black to the right of the sliders which is the color of the style you
want to apply. Click it and a new box will come so you choose a color or use the color’s RGB or CYMK
numbers. Even better, you can hover your cursor over the any color in your image and it will turn into an
eye dropper. Click and you’ll have that color. )

We’re going to add a color to layer 1.

Paint Bucket
Eye Dropper

Selected layer, it’s
the bottom most
and the color will
only affect this
layer.

Foreground and
background color chips.

Select the layer where you want to add color, in this case it’s our bottom most layer, it used to be transparent,
remember? Now that I’ve filled it, it shows that color.
Click the eye dropper tool and click on the color you want. In this case it’s my sweater’s color.

Notice the paint chips are now maroon and white, with maroon being the color I’m working with. Black and white are the
default colors and we’ll be using them in the next lesson for masking and revealing.
Click the paint bucket and hover over your image. Remember, layer 1 is selected so it will only “paint” that layer.
See what happens if the I move layer one up to the top? It covers the entire image. So think of layers as
sheets of paper, stacked on top of one another and you’re looking down, through them. If I have the
denseness of color on top, it’ll obscure everything. The magic of layers is understanding the stack.

I truly hope this tutorial has given you a sense of just how powerful layers are in Photoshop Elements. You
can try the program by going to: http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop-elements.html

In the next installment, I’m going to show how to create that book cover, from using the template in
CreateSpace to the finished product. And how to take that cover and make it work for your digital cover
uploads.
In our final lesson, I’m going to go deeper into some of the indispensable tools that Photoshop Elements
offers and just what magic they can create. Like masks and brushes and styles. I’m getting excited and
can’t wait to share my love of these incredible tools.

